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Abstract

In this paper, we present an approach to enable access
control for semantic web services. Our approach builds
on the idea of autonomous granting of access rights, de-
cision making based on independent trust structures and
respects privacy requirements of the users. Our frame-
work allows the specification and computation of com-
plex access control policies in a manageable and efficient
way. Therefore, our approach is useful not only in web
services based applications (typically client-server archi-
tecture) but also in peer to peer and agent based applica-
tions.

1. Introduction

With the advent of the semantic Web [2, 12, 14],
Web services have gained even more importance [6].
semantic Web techniques, especially ontologies, allow
to describe Web services with machine understandable
semantics, thus enabling new features like automatic
composition, simulation and discovery of Web services
[6].

Because of the vast heterogeneity of the available
information, information providers and users, security
becomes extremely important. Security related aspects
are mostly classified in three categories, namely con-
fidentiality, integrity and availability [3, 16, 9]. Access
control, which means the users must fulfill certain con-
ditions in order to access certain functionality plays an
important role in all three fields.

We identify the following desiderata for access con-
trol mechanisms for semantic Web services:

1. Access control should not require central control
and should allow providers to specify access con-
trol policies autonomously.

2. Access control should be based on capabilities
rather than identities.

3. The framework should allow end users to check
and prove her eligibility for a Web service.

4. The framework should support the specification
and computation of complex (composite) access
control policies.

5. The specification of access control policies of com-
posite Web services should be immune to the
changes in the access control policies of its com-
ponent Web services.

6. The framework should allow to identify the re-
quired partial behaviour of a composite Web ser-
vice and to compute and integrate the access con-
trol requirements of the partial behaviour of a
component Web service.

7. The framework should be able to deal with con-
tracts that have impact on the access control pol-
icy of a component Web service.

8. The framework should be able to deal with the ca-
pabilities that are certified to the requester on the
fly, that is, during the execution of a composite
Web service.

9. The framework should be able to specify consum-
able credentials.

10. The framework should be able to specify the valid-
ity and reason about the execution time of a Web
services.

11. The framework should make sure that informa-
tion delivered by a component Web service as well
as credentials shown by requesters are not misused
by the composite Web service.

In section 2, we give a short introduction to policy alge-
bra introduced in [5]. In section 3, we present our main
contribution by introducing an approach for specifica-
tion and computation of access control policies. In sec-
tion 4, we show how our approach can be integrated
with DAML-S and implemented with SPKI/SDSI. In
section 5, we discuss some related work and conclude.



2. Introduction to Policy-Algebra

We now introduce an algebra for composing access
control policies similar to the one described in [5].

An access control policy for a Web service o is
a set of authorization terms (p, w, f). Each au-
thorization term has the intuitive meaning that a
user being able to prove property p is granted ac-
cess to functionality f of Web service w. The tuple
〈w, f〉 is called an interface, the set of all inter-
faces is denoted by I. We define the expansion
exp(p, w, f) of an authorization term to be the set
{(s, w, f)| subject s can prove to have property p}
and the expansion exp(Π) of a policy Π to the be
union of the expansions of elements of Π.

Policy expressions are syntactically built from pol-
icy identifiers and algebra operators as follows:
E ::= id | E+E | E & E | E−E | EC | T (E) | (E)
T ::= τ id.E

Here, id is the token type of policy identifiers, E is
the nonterminal describing policy expressions, C ∈ I

is an interface restriction on policies, and T is a tem-
plate, that represents partially specified policies.
Note, that the templates are not policy expres-
sions, only templates with actual parameters are.

Policy identifiers are interpreted by an environment
that maps policy identifiers to policies. The semantics
of the policy algebra is a function e that maps each pol-
icy expression to an expanded policy, inductively ex-
tending an environment by using the pertinent inter-
pretation of the operators, and each template onto a
function over policies. The operators addition (+), the
conjunction (&) and subtraction (−) are interpreted as
set-theoretic union, intersection and difference on the
expanded policies, respectively. The scoping restriction
”C” restricts a policy to the interfaces 〈w, f〉 ∈ C.

3. Computation of Composite ACPs

We distinguish between atomic Web services and
composite Web services. Composite Web services are
composed from component Web services by operations
Sequence (;), Choice (+), Parallel (||), Iteration (∗). The
provider of an atomic Web service can specify the ac-
cess control policy of her service autonomously and in-
dependently as a set of authorization terms of form
(p, w, f). The provider of a composite Web service w

computes the access control policy of w from those of
its components (cf. desideratum 4). For the compu-
tation, the access control policies of the desired func-
tionalities of the component Web services, the type of
their composition and possible contracts between the

provider of the composite Web service and the compo-
nent Web services need to be taken into account.

Support for partial functionalities Often, a
composite Web service needs only a partial functional-
ity of a component (cf. desideratum 6). Each function-
ality of a Web service is specified as an interface 〈o, a〉.
We use the scoping operator for restricting the access
control policies of a Web service to the access control
policy of the desired functionality.

Consider, for example, a component Web service w

with functionalities {f1, f2}. The access control policy
Π(w) will contain authorizations for interfaces 〈w, f1〉
and 〈w, f2〉. If composite Web service w′ only requires
functionality f1 of service w, the access control policy
of service w′ should contain authorization terms only
for interface 〈w, f1〉. The restriction of access control
policy Π(w) to the interface 〈w, f1〉 is then defined as
Π(w){〈w,f1〉}.

Support for independently specified ac-

cess control policies Desideratum 1 implies that a
provider of a composite Web service does not know at
design time how the access control policy of a com-
ponent Web service will look like at the instantia-
tion time. We support this by using the template
operator which allows to specify that the access con-
trol policy of a composite service contains the access
control policy of a component service without actu-
ally inserting the component access control policy
at the design time. The templates will be instan-
tiated when the access control policy needs to be
computed at the time of instantiation of the compos-
ite Web service.

Consider for example a Web service w that is spec-
ified as a sequence of component Web services w1 and
w2. Obviously, the access control policies of the Web
services w1 and w2 must be contained in the specifica-
tion of the access control policy of the Web service w.
However, since the providers of Web services w1 and w2

can specify and modify access control policies of their
respective Web service without notifying the provider
of w, it is more appropriate if the provider of the com-
posite Web service w uses template τ.X1, X2.(X1&X2).

Support for contracts Possible contracts between
Web services (cf. desideratum 7) may affect the access
control policies of the Web services. In such a case, the
provider of the composite Web service has to replace a
part of the services’ access control policy with a policy
the providers agreed upon in a contract.

Consider for example a contract that specifies that
users who use component Web service w1 via compos-
ite Web service w may give the bank account details in-
stead of showing a credit card. The access control
policy of Web service w is then calculated by the ac-



cess control policies of the other involved Web services
and (Π(w1) − Π(CreditCard))&(Π(CreditCard) +
Π(BankAccount)).

Computation of access control policies We
now show the computation of a composite access con-
trol policy from component access control policies
(cf. desideratum 4). We consider the control con-
structs Sequence (;), Choice (+), Parallel (||), Iteration
(∗).

The composite access control policy is computed in
two steps: In the first step, we adapt the interfaces from
component services to interfaces of the composite ser-
vice. In the second step, we actually compute the com-
posite access control policies.

Let I(w1) and I(w2) denote the respective interfaces
for Web services w1 and w2. The set of interfaces for
the composite service w = w1; w2 is defined as

I(w) := {〈w, f1f2〉| 〈w1, f1〉 ∈ I(w1) and

〈w2, f2〉 ∈ I(w2)}

The adaption Π′(w1) and Π′(w2) of policies Π(w1) and
Π(w2), respectively, is the defined as follows:

Π′(w1) := {(p, w, f1f2)| 〈w, f1f2〉 ∈ I(w) and

(p, w1, f1) ∈ Π(w1)}

Π′(w2) := {(p, w, f1f2)| 〈w, f1f2〉 ∈ I(w) and

(p, w2, f2) ∈ Π(w2)}

The interface and policy adaption for control con-
structs Choice (+) and Parallel (||) is analogous. The
computation of the composite access control policy for
each control construct is then defined as follows:1

Π(w1; w2) τ.X1, X2.(X1&X2)(Π
′(w1), Π

′(w2))
Π(w1 + w2) τ.X1, X2.(X1 + X2)(Π

′(w1), Π
′(w2))

Π(w1‖w2) τ.X1, X2.(X1&X2)(Π
′(w1), Π

′(w2))
Π(w∗) τ.X1.(X1)(Π(w))

In case, Web services are composed sequentially or
in parallel, the access control policy of the compos-
ite services is simply the conjunction of the compo-
nent services, the requester of the composite Web ser-
vice needs to fulfill the access control policies of both
component services. In case, the Web service is com-
posed as a choice between two component Web ser-
vices, the requester needs to fulfill the access control
policy of at least one the of the component services.
In case, the composite Web service is an iteration of
the component Web service, the requester needs to ful-
fill the access control policy of the component service.

1 Note that we assume that the component Web services wi are

alreadyrelevantpartsof theWeb services w̄i alreadyidentified
by scoping, contracts etc.

Note, that we assumed a capability based access con-
trol system where capabilities do not get revoked by
using them.

4. Implementation

Desideratum 2 states that access control should be
based on capabilities rather than on identities. An au-
thorization term (p, o, a) specifies, that a user must be
able to prove property p to access interface < o, a >.

We implement the policy algebra introduced in sec-
tion 2 with an extension of SPKI/SDSI as proposed
in [4]. SPKI/SDSI is a credential based public key in-
frastructure resulted by merging SDSI (Simple Dis-
tributed Security Infrastructure) and SPKI (Simple
Public Key Infrastructure). The main advantage of
SPKI/SDSI compared to other credential based sys-
tems is that it does not require central control and
allows users, e.g., Web service providers to specify
their own trust structures independent of each other.
SPKI/SDSI supports two kinds of credentials, namely
name certificates to bind principals to names and au-
thorization certificates to bind authorizations to names.
Besides name certificates and authorization certifi-
cates, SPKI/SDSI also provides access control lists
(ACL) for specifying access control policies for some
interface [1, 10, 11, 15].

The explicit enumeration of wanted authorization
terms (s1, o, a), . . . , (sn, o, a) for a policy identifier Pi

is implemented as follows. A trusted assigner, Kasni
,

defines an appropriate local name Kasni
Ni by issuing

a name certificate to each Principal Ksl
, denoting an

agent sl. An algebraic policy expression P is imple-
mented as follows. The controller declares an autho-
rization certificate with delegation set to false and
subject is an algebra expression. We assume that cre-
dentials are always valid except that they are in some
revocation list. This means that we do not consider
one time credentials as well as credentials with lim-
ited validity. The algebra expression is the policy ex-
pression P ′ that is the policy expression P where (1)
each occurrence of selection is replaced by conjunction
and each constraint is replaced by an appropriate lo-
cal name Kasnj

constraint and (2) each policy identifier
Pi is replaced by an appropriate local name Kasni

Ni.

Then the trusted assigners define their local names
by issuing name certificates of the simplest form (i.e. lo-
cal name are explicitly defined by principals) to each
principal that denotes an agent who in case (1) satis-
fies the demanded constraint and who in case (2) is ele-
ment of the interpreted respective policy identifier. For
further details, especially about the semantics of a pol-
icy expression P , we refer to [4].



4.1. Access Control with DAML-S

We view the access control policy of a Web service
as a condition that a user has to fulfill to get access
to the Web service. We model a concept ACCondition

as subclass of Condition. ACCondition has properties
acp of type ACPolicy and inputParameter. A precon-
dition of type ACCondition means that the input pa-
rameter referred to by the property inputParameter

should prove the satisfiability of the access control pol-
icy referred to by the property acp.

Concept ACPolicywith property authorizationTerm

represent an access control policyand the set of au-
thorization terms, the access control policy consists
of. The concept AuthorizationTerm with prop-
erties property, object and authorization rep-
resents a triple of the form (p, o, a). Setting the
range of the property property to Capabilities al-
lows to specify users of a Web service based on their
properties (e.g. public key) and not on their iden-
tity. The object is the Web service itself. Hence, we
set the range of object to Process. We set the range
of authorization to ConditionalOutput since a con-
ditional output corresponds to a functionality of-
fered by a Web service. The policy algebra operators
and constructs can be modeled rather straightfor-
ward.

5. Related Work and Conclusion

In [8], authors give several security-related ontolo-
gies that are designed to represent well-known security
concepts. In [13], authors introduce a policy language
that allows policies to be described in terms deontic
concepts and models speech acts. In [7], authors pro-
pose adding privacy and authentication annotations,
for example, cryptographic type, to input and output
parameters to aid in selection of semantic web services.

In this paper, we identified some important ac-
cess control related requirements and presented an ap-
proach for specifying access control policies for seman-
tic web services. We showed, how access control poli-
cies of composite web services can be computed from
the structure of the composite web service and the ac-
cess control policies of its component web services. We
presented how such specifications can be implemented
by using SPKI/SDSI and integrated with DAML-S.
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